Arab Leaders Bemoan Lack of Weapons, Strategies against Jihadists

MUNICH - Arab leaders called a lack of strategy among the region's countries to be a threat against jihadis like Isis in 2015's Munich Security Conference attended by over 250 leaders from around the world. On Sunday, it was confirmed that Arab states have agreed to cooperate in the fight against Isis after a series of meetings between the leaders of Egypt, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia. The meeting discussed ways to combat the threat of Isis and to increase the cooperation between the three countries. The leaders are expected to meet again in the future to discuss the progress of the campaign against Isis.

Iraqi Security Forces Retake Town

TIKRIT - The Iraqi security forces have retaken control of all the towns in the northern central province of Tikrit from the extremist ISIS, a provincial security source said. The town of Tikrit, the capital of Salahuddin province, has been the focus of a heavy battle between Iraqi forces and ISIS militants who have controlled parts of the town for months. The security source added that the security forces have made significant progress in the past week, but the battle is still ongoing and it is expected to be prolonged.

Greek Leader to Reject EU's Austerity, Lay Out Leftist Program

ATHENS - New Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras has laid out his government's policies in a speech in which he is promising a more radical approach to the global economy. He said that Greece wants to change its policies and to renegotiate its bailout program. Tsipras also spoke about the possibility of a referendum to decide on the future of the eurozone. The Greek leader has been clear that he does not accept the austerity measures imposed by the eurozone and that he will work to change the existing system.

EU Trade Deal Boosts Pakistan Exports by 1bn: Minister

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan has achieved a key milestone in its trade agreement with the European Union, as the country's exports to the EU have reached a value of 1 billion dollars. The minister for commerce, Malik Fawad Hafeez, said that the agreement has been a significant achievement for the country, as it demonstrates the country's commitment to economic growth and development.

Turkey supports Hamas's peaceful intifada and this was evident when it accepted the deal announced by the Hamas leadership, which had been under siege in the occupied territories. Turkey's support for the intifada was evident when it provided financial assistance to the Palestinians and when it organized rallies in support of the intifada. Turkey's support for the intifada was also evident when it provided military aid to the Palestinians and when it organized military exercises in support of the intifada. Turkey's support for the intifada was also evident when it provided economic aid to the Palestinians and when it organized economic conferences in support of the intifada. Turkey's support for the intifada was also evident when it provided social aid to the Palestinians and when it organized social conferences in support of the intifada.